1994 prelude

Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Honda Prelude. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda Prelude lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Dual airbags are
standard on all Preludes this year. Improved interior ergonomics, freshened front-end styling
and environmentally conscious CFC-free air conditioning are also welcome changes to this car.
Read more. Write a review See all 30 reviews. It just won't quit! Only Honda dealers performed
maintenance on the car for the first 10 years or so, and I used premium fuel at least once a
month. I'm a stickler for getting the oil and air filters changed around miles, but usually sooner
since I reached , miles late last year. Only downside is the rust above my rear wheels. Read
less. I may have overpaid a bit for a mint, garage kept Si, but I definitely feel it was worth it.
Even with the mileage in the k range, the maintenance for me has been minimal. For my daily
vehicle, the power is adequate for passing and accelerating out of sight from annoying drivers.
The handling is excellent. Car is light and easily maneuverable. Good advice from original
owner of ' And my advice to other '94 Prelude owners is to never give up this car. My advice to
potential buyers is if you are lucky enough to find a Prelude for sale, buy it, fast, and on the first
contact. I am looking at purchasing a Honda Element, but I am keeping my Prelude, currently
with only 60K miles. This sounds low, but almost all miles are city driving instead of highway
driving. Needless to say, I don't drive much except to and from work and a few errands weekly.
My Prelude has let me down only once, and the mechanics warned me of the potential problem,
before it happened. I repaired the car quickly. See all 30 reviews of the Used Honda Prelude.
Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this
also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Prelude. Sign Up. CarGurus has 31 nationwide
Prelude listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Considered a perfect balance of reliability
and performance, and called a serious sports car, the Honda Prelude makes drivers happy - and
it got a bit of an upgrade this year. The Prelude now comes standard with dual airbags, a
welcome safety addition. The interior also got a bit of an overhaul, creating better interior
ergonomics -not to mention the really hot smoked dashboard lens. And for the environmentally
conscious, rest easy. Honda added CFC-free air conditioning. But all that is minor when
considering just how well this car performs with it 4 cylinder high-power engine. The base
engine is a horsepower 2. And if you move up the line, you move up in hp as well. And, drivers
of the car - who've owned it for more than a decade - praise the lack of repairs, the great gas
mileage, and the ability to just keep on going. We can't find the part for cheap anywhere; is
there another way we can fix this? I have a 94 prelude with a misfire how do i find were to look
and fix please and thanks. I just bought a prelude. Runs good on a full tank but when it get
below a half it bogs down but it still starts and idle good but you can't rev it past rpm without it
back firing and starv I have a Honda Prelude SI h23a, just finished doing the head gasket, timing
belt, water pump, cam seals, and all other top end gaskets and seals. Average user score.
Based on 18 reviews. Best Car Ever by Zachary. Updated Aug 10, by Anonymous. What's your
take on the Honda Prelude? Have you driven a Honda Prelude? Rank This Car. Cars compared
to Honda Prelude. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Honda
Prelude Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used
Cars for Sale. Compare Honda Prelude to Related Models. Select Year The dash lay out is
unique. This car still has a lot of life in it just doesn't fit my life anymore. This is my second
Prelude. Pros: Very strong for a 4 cylinder! Motor only has k on it, I have all of the paper work
for it. Great Car â€” This car is real fun, drives safe, acceleration, braking and handling are all
great. I love the sleek look of this car and the dashboard has a cool futuristic look with digital
gauges. This car was never beaten on by the previous owners and the maitnence has always
been kept up to par. I would recomend this car to anyone especially since the motor has k miles
on it. Hondas live forever! Pros: k milesmiles on motor. Fun, safe, bout 30mpg and it looks
great. Where can you go wrong with that? The Ricer â€” Absolutely love this car. It has been my
summer car for two years now and it never fails to amaze me. The car hauls ass pretty well,

handles bends well, and looks stunning. Maintenance has been a bit higher than I would like but
it is a , and I'm rebuilding it. Honda's Finest â€” H22A! Featuring closed deck block and Fiber
Reinforced Walls! Good Car Bad For Family â€” the car is very nimble great acceleration for a 4
cylinder as good as my v6 mustang handling is amazing take corners good steering system fun
to drive the car is a great car with a good engine it is very small and very light the dash design
is modern and looks like no other car i love the combo of analog and digital guages very small
back seat no good for anyone fine front seating even for large adults. Best Car Ever â€” the car
was fast. My Boy â€” Performance - Excellent acceleration, braking, handling Great Appearance
- both interior and exterior styling Fun Factor - is this car fun to drive? Good looking and
excellent cornering which gets your adrenaline rushing For The Price, Well Worth It â€” great
sporty looks, low cost, cheap, fun, great handling car though does use premium fuel, could do
with more power, needs good front tiers, suggest the VTEC models, suspension upgrades,
small performance upgrades and wider wheels. Crazy Machine â€” Honda Prelude 4 gen. This is
the best car I've ever had. The performance is good, the exterior is gorgeous. Interior is unique.
Driving this car is like having non-stop sex with a beautiful girl. And i love sex I have it since
and apart from getting the timmeing belt done in , its cost me nothing in repairs, servicing and
regular running costs aside and thats not much either. MPG is'nt as bad as one would think. I
drive it every day and always have the grin factor. V-tech legend! Timeless driving choice of
weapon wry Read More. Preludes are great, my 85 lasted almost 30 years. Fast, low
maintenance, and fun. Read More. This car is fun to drive i have had it for 4 years and the only
down side is that it takes premium fuel. The car runs smooth and is reliable. If you want a car
with great handling and a sporty look th Over all this car is pretty nice it never breaks and it
looks like a very sharp car as well, its hp 2. I will miss my little fun car that I just sold. It was very
quick and easy to maneuver and park. A sharp looker that all the young people love. Just got
tired of squeezing laundry bags in and out off Overall stay away from the Honda Prelude unless
you really have alot of engine experience and dont mind expensive, hard to install parts mainly
due to engine clutter. Trust me reviewers on here have a This is a great car! It was my first car
that I got in high school and has served me very well and needed minimal maintenance! Sad to
see it go, but I got a new Honda that needs my attention! The Sportshift transmission is fun, but
fragile as glass and unreliable without strict maintenance.. I love this car! Such a reliable, fun
car. The 4 cylinder, vtec is just enough power for a little car. If Honda would start making this
again, I would be the first in line to purchase the Prelude!! Owned from March to April This was
my second car, purchased as a replacement for my '88 Prelude which was wrecked after 3
months of ownership. Overall it was very reliable. Had to replace CarGurus has 31 nationwide
Prelude listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Have you driven a Honda Prelude? Rank
This Car. User Reviews. Displaying 1 - 10 of Honda Prelude 10 reviews. Mike writes:. Back
Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Very strong for a 4 cylinder! Cons: Few
scratches on the front. Is this helpful? Yes No. Bwashere writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to
work Pros: k milesmiles on motor. Cons: Ummm you find one tell me. Is this review helpful?
Matt writes:. Pros: Epic Car. Cons: Honda wiring sucks when it's old Wung writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: one of a kind. Cons: too heavy! Armin writes:. Pros: steering system.
Cons: small. Zachary writes:. Pros: fun fast reliable. Cons: bends valves if not carefull. Michael
writes:. Pros: Aerodynamics, body shape, chasis design. Cons: they don't make preludes
anymore. Shaulan writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: great handling. Cons: not
enough power. Radoslav writes:. Pros: Top comfort with top security. Cons: there is no such
reason. Sid writes:. Pros: Great car. Cons: Non existant back seat. Reviews From Other Years.
Read all 26 Honda Prelude reviews. Read all 22 Honda Prelude reviews. Read all 24 Honda
Prelude reviews. Read all 36 Honda Prelude reviews. Read all 38 Honda Prelude reviews. Cars
compared to Honda Prelude. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale.
Compare Honda Prelude to Related Models. Select Year Cons: Ummm you find one tell me Is
this review helpful? Pros: Epic Car Cons: Honda wiring sucks when it's old Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: one of a kind Cons: too heavy! Pros: steering system Cons: small Is
this review helpful? Pros: fun fast reliable Cons: bends valves if not carefull Is this review
helpful? Pros: Aerodynamics, body shape, chasis design Cons: they don't make preludes
anymore 1 of 1 people found this review helpful. Pros: Top comfort with top security Cons:
there is no such reason 1 of 2 people found this review helpful. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car

dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
honda prelude firing order
1999 ford taurus review
2001 dodge durango starter replacement
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

